**PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACONS**

**ARC AQUALINK PLB**
The AquaLink™ broadcasts a unique registered distress signal that not only tells rescuers where you are, but who you are. The onboard GPS can fix your position to within 100 meters and then utilizes a powerful 406 MHz signal to relay your distress call to orbiting satellites. As local Search and Rescue is deployed, a separate homing signal and integrated LED strobe light guide rescuers to your exact location. Features: 3 levels of integrated signal technology — internal GPS, powerful 406 MHz satellite signal and 121.5 MHz homing capability. P/N 11-11197 = $249.00

**ACR AQUALINK VIEW**
The AquaLink™ View broadcasts a unique registered distress signal that not only tells rescuers where you are, but who you are. The onboard GPS can fix your position to within 100 meters and then utilizes a powerful 406 MHz signal to relay your distress call to orbiting satellites. As local Search and Rescue is deployed, a separate homing signal and integrated LED strobe light guide rescuers to your exact location. Features: 3 levels of integrated signal technology — internal GPS, powerful 406 MHz satellite signal and 121.5 MHz homing capability. P/N 11-11197 = $249.00

**ACR RESQLINK 406 PLB WITH GPS**
At 4.6 oz, the ResQLink™ weighs less than a couple of energy bars. And topping just 3.9 inches, it’s smaller than the cell phone in your pocket. Full-powered, GPS-enabled rescue beacon designed for anglers, pilots and back country sportsmen. With three levels of integrated signal technology - GPS positioning, a powerful 406 MHz signal, and 121.5 MHz homing capability - the ResQLink™ quickly and accurately relays your position to a worldwide network of search and rescue satellites. A built-in strobe light provides visibility during night rescues. Minimum of 48 hours continuous operation. Compact, light weight, small size. Easy and intuitive activation. Waterproof to 10 meters and buoyant. Subscription-free and no call charges. 5 year battery life. User replaceable battery. 406 MHz international messaging & 121.5 MHz homing signal. P/N 11-08711 = $279.95

**ACR RESQLINK PLUS BUOYANT PLB-375**
At 5.4 oz and topping just 4.5 inches, the ResQLink+ is the smallest buoyant Personal Locator Beacon available today. Small enough to easily be carried in a pocket, clipped to a backpack or stored inside an inflatable life jacket. With three levels of integrated signal technology - GPS positioning, a powerful 406 MHz signal, and 121.5 MHz homing capability - the ResQLink+ quickly and accurately relays your position to a worldwide network of search and rescue satellites. A built-in strobe light provides visibility during night rescues. P/N 11-10825 = $279.95

**MCMURDO FAST FIND 220 PLB WITH GPS USA**
The FAST FIND 220 PLB is a simple, lightweight, and floatable distress beacon that comes with a buoyancy pouch. This device relies on the 406 MHz frequency to transmit the user’s unique ID and precise GPS location to the global satellite network. Within minutes search and rescue services (SAR) are alerted and continue to receive regular position updates. Once within range, rescuers can then home in on the beacon’s second signal, a 121.5 MHz transmission, and find the user. P/N 11-11997 = $249.00

**FAST FIND PLUS 406 PLB WITH BUILT-IN GPS**
Features a built-in GPS receiver combined with a 406 MHz transmitter and 121.5 MHz homing signal. In the event of an emergency, an alert signal is transmitted to COSPAS-SARSAT satellites and forwarded to a rescue coordination center within typically 3 minutes. **NOT APPROVED FOR USE IN AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND**

**RESCUER PLB1 PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACON**
The rescueMe PLB1 can be operated with a single hand in even the most challenging situations. There are no C-MAP cards to use the service. When activated the rescueMe PLB1 transmits your position and your ID to a Rescue Coordination Center. USA = P/N 13-15036 = $299.00

**SPOT 2 SATELLITE GPS MESSENGER**
New Enhancements: • Enhanced GPS • Extra Message button • Tracking message queuing • Safety flaps over 911 and help message • Replaceable button cover (see left) • Illuminated buttons • Intrinsically safe • Sent message light (case) Equipped with industry safe packaging. Features: • Check In: Lets contacts know where you are and that you’re okay. • Track: Acquires your GPS location every minute for 24 hours. • Alert SOS: Alert emergency assistance request with your exact location to GEOS every 5 min up to 5 days. • Ask For Help: Instant help from friends and family every 5 min for 1 hour. Up to 10 contacts – phone & email. • Removable Case: Arm Band, Carabiner & Car Dash attachment. For U.S. and Canada use only P/N 11-09788 = $79.95

**SPOT CONNECT**
Simply pair your smartphone with SPOT Connect, and get connected to a global satellite network that lets you send messages and GPS coordinates from virtually anywhere on the planet. Update Twitter and Facebook. Send email and text messages. Request non-emergency help from professional service providers. And in the case of a critical emergency, send an SOS message requesting emergency assistance. * For U.S. and Canada use only P/N 11-09612 = $149.95

**SPOT 3 SATELLITE GPS MESSENGER**
SPOT Gen3 - The latest in the line of SPOT rugged satellite GPS messengers, the SPOT Gen3 keeps you connected even when you’re off-the-grid. Using the power of satellite technology SPOT works virtually anywhere in the world. Check in with your personal and professional networks, send custom messages and let others track your location in real-time via Google Maps™. In an emergency, transmit an SOS with your location to GEOS International Emergency Response Coordination Center. Key Differences: SPOT 3 vs SPOT 2: Longer battery life - more reliable. Smaller size - easier to travel with. Internal vibration sensor to only send tracking messages while moving. Vibration sensor also enables us to provide the new Unlimited Tracking service - ability to transmit indefinitely. New Movement Messaging - theft alerting capability. Variable rates in Track Mode (30 min, 15, 10, 5, 2) - more customizable, and much more. P/N 11-11503 = $149.95

**SPOT GLOBAL PHONE**
When you are off-the-grid, the SPOT Global Phone can keep you connected to the people and data that matter most. Using satellite technology, it works virtually anywhere in the world. Visit www.findmespot.com to view the latest coverage map. The SPOT Global Phone boasts superior voice quality, the most competitive airtime pricing in the industry and the fastest handheld data speeds in mobile satellite today. Whether you are keeping in touch with the office, letting your friends and family know you are safe, or checking your email, you will be connected. P/N 11-11512 = $499.00

**SPOT TRACE THEFT-ALERT TRACKING DEVICE**
Using 100% satellite technology, SPOT Trace tracks your most valuable assets beyond the reach of cellular coverage, using your smart phone or computer. With SPOT Trace, receive text/email messages when movement is detected and select from 2 ½, 5, 10, 30 or 60 minute tracking intervals. SPOT Trace includes: multiple mounting and power options (including rechargeable batteries and line power) and a compact, durable, lightweight design. SPOT Trace is waterproof rated IPX7 and includes a dock mode option that is designed specifically for monitoring assets typically stored on the water. Affordable and easy to use, SPOT Trace is the ultimate theft-alert tracking device for your aircraft, watercrafts, automobiles, and other valuables. P/N 11-12224 = $99.95

**SPOT TRACE THEFT-ALERT TRACKING DEVICE**
Using 100% satellite technology, SPOT Trace tracks your most valuable assets beyond the reach of cellular coverage, using your smart phone or computer. With SPOT Trace, receive text/email messages when movement is detected and select from 2 ½, 5, 10, 30 or 60 minute tracking intervals. SPOT Trace includes: multiple mounting and power options (including rechargeable batteries and line power) and a compact, durable, lightweight design. SPOT Trace is waterproof rated IPX7 and includes a dock mode option that is designed specifically for monitoring assets typically stored on the water. Affordable and easy to use, SPOT Trace is the ultimate theft-alert tracking device for your aircraft, watercrafts, automobiles, and other valuables. P/N 11-12224 = $99.95

**AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST**
CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

**AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST**
Peachtree City, GA • (877) 477-7823